Retinal bipolar cell input mechanisms in giant danio. II. Patch-clamp analysis of on bipolar cells.
Glutamate receptors on giant danio retinal on bipolar cells were studied with whole cell patch clamping using a slice preparation. Cone-driven on bipolars (Cbs) and mixed-input on bipolars (Mbs) were identified morphologically. Most Cbs responded to the excitatory amino acid transporter (EAAT) substrate d-aspartate but not to the group III metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) agonist l-(+)-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (l-AP4) or the AMPA/kainate receptor agonist kainate, suggesting EAATs are the primary glutamate receptors on Cbs. The EAAT inhibitor dl-threo-beta-benzyloxyasparate (TBOA) blocked all light-evoked responses of Cbs, suggesting these responses are mediated exclusively by EAATs. Conversely, all Mbs responded to d-aspartate and l-AP4 but not to kainate, indicating they have both EAATs and group III mGluRs (presumably mGluR6). The light responses of Mbs involve both receptors because they could be blocked by TBOA plus (RS)-alpha-cyclopropyl-4-phosphonophenylglycine (CPPG, a group III mGluR antagonist) but not by either alone. Under dark-adapted conditions, the responses of Mbs to green (rod-selective) stimuli were reduced by CPPG but enhanced by TBOA. In contrast, both antagonists reduced the responses to red (cone-selective) stimuli, although TBOA was more effective. Furthermore, under photopic conditions, TBOA failed to eliminate light-evoked responses of Mbs. Thus on Mbs, rod inputs are mediated predominantly by mGluR6, whereas cone inputs are mediated mainly by EAATs but also by mGluR6 to some extent. Finally, we explored the interactions between EAATs and mGluR6 in Mbs. Responses to d-aspartate were reduced by l-AP4 and vice versa. Therefore mGluR6 and EAATs suppress each other, and this might underlie mutual suppression between rod and cone signals in Mbs.